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Abstract. What are the institutional attributes that support the use of ICTs for
social innovation? Based on the concept of the ‘hybrid domain’, we seek to better
understand how various stakeholders with different priorities collaborate to combine economic and social objectives, and reconceptualize multi-stakeholder collaborative governance in the Global South. Using insights from behavioral economics and social psychology, we focus on two institutional aspects of social
innovation - organizational arrangements and rationality. On the one hand, it is
well recognized that social innovation stakeholders include not just states and
commercial enterprises, but also NGOs, social enterprises, and for-profit/nonprofit hybrid organizations. On the other hand, the rationality that brings together
these stakeholders is not well articulated. While scholarship has emphasized utilitarian rationality, we highlight the importance of pro-social behavior in collaboration. We argue that scholarship in the past century has focused on utilitarian
rationality while neglecting the role of prosocial behavior in collaboration. Further research on prosocial behavior and its incorporation in organizational theory
would contribute to understanding the dynamics of collaboration for social innovation.
Keywords Social innovation, Collaborative Governance, Pro-social behavior,
Global South

1

Introduction

How do social innovation stakeholders work together to develop norms and procedures,
and what rationality do they adopt to overcome different priorities? In this paper, we
explore the emerging organizational characteristics and rationality observed in case
studies of social innovation stakeholders in India. We will unpack the concept of social
innovation and the significance of ICTs, followed by the debate over governance, and
in particular, the concept of the hybrid domain [1], which serves as an arena of collaboration among social innovation stakeholders. Based on our field research in India, we
discuss three demonstrative cases in the areas of health, renewable energy and banking,
adfa, p. 1, 2011.
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and explore organizational arrangements of collaborations, and theorize the changing
norms and emerging rationality of the hybrid domain. With the growing prominence
of social innovation, and recent attention turning to systems and policies oriented toward more socially inclusive and pro-poor designs [2-4], the timing is ripe to develop
a synthetic approach to institutional governance that involves the state, markets and
civil society, and goes beyond the conventional state-market divide.

2

The Rise of the Hybrid Domain

Few theoretical frameworks explicitly incorporate multi-sectoral collaborations as
an organizational dimension of innovation, whether technological, economic, or social.
On the one hand, literature on governance seldom engages with innovation (see, for
example, [5-7]) On the other hand, information systems theory is primarily concerned
with intra-organizational transformations along with information system introduction
(see, for example, [8, 9]).
The hybrid domain is conceptualized as a newly emerging domain that overlaps public and private interests [1]. Although the modern state has largely been the guardian of
the public domain, and markets serve as the purveyors of the private domain, the distinction between the public and private domains does not correspond perfectly with the
distinction between the public and private sectors (states-markets). The hybrid domain
arises out of the blurring of the boundaries between public and private interests, and the
blending of social and economic missions observed in various organizational forms
today. The public interest may be represented by non-governmental entities (e.g.,
NGOs) or even by market actors (e.g., renewable energy providers). Widespread evidence suggests that, an increasingly important role of non-governmental, non-profit organizations as representatives of civil society, combined with technological innovation,
particularly in ICTs, is having a profound effect on the lives of people around the world
[1, 10-12]. The blurring and blending is intertwined and proceeds alongside the growing transnationalization of various interests and stakeholders. The hybrid domain sits
on the boundary of, and overlaps with, the public and private domains. The hybrid domain demonstrates the ‘swelling of the middle’ and critiques the dominant analytical
framework in understanding economic governance – one of state versus markets.
We observe a gradual transition from bilateral negotiations between the state and the
markets to hybrid missions and heterarchical complexity. In some cases, this can be
observed in subtle shifts in objectives or in articulations of multiple objectives in existing institutions. In other cases, this can be observed in cross-sector collaborations between existing institutions, or the rise of new hybrid institutions that straddle the public
and private domains. The increasing popularity of various instruments such as corporate social responsibility (CSR) initiatives, corporate foundations, cross-sectoral col-

laborations involving corporations and NGOs, and the growth of entities such as strategic and leveraged-NGOs and social enterprises, point to the growth of the hybrid domain. 1
The reasons for the rise of the hybrid domain are many and complex. In the Global
South, the rise of the hybrid domain is an outcome of both state and market failures that
result in underserved populations. In the Global North, it emerges from a quest for economic sustainability. In both cases, the failure or retreat of the state, and growing inequality, has placed the state under scrutiny, whereas corporate scandals have rendered
the private sector increasingly suspect. These trends have all contributed to the shift in
societal legitimacy and the division of labor in balancing economic and social objectives.

3

Social Innovation and ICTs

The hybrid domain is a necessary organizational framework to produce social innovation. The use of the term “social innovation” grew more than 67 times between the
years 2000 and 2014 – from 24 to 1,614 - in the legal and journalistic database compiled
by LexisNexus. Despite its appeal and potential, a precise definition of social innovation remains elusive, and its current usage varies widely in the literature. Simply put,
social innovation refers to innovation for social change [13], designed to satisfy unmet
social needs [14]. Moulaert, et al. [15] define social innovation as “the creation of new
products, services, organizational structures or activities that are “better” or “more effective” than traditional public sector, philanthropic or market-reliant approaches in responding to social exclusion” (p. 1). As social innovation is both an outcome and a
process of social change, and requires institutional change, formally and/or informally.
A key feature of hybrid domain is cross-domain multi-stakeholder involvement that is
distinct from earlier conceptualizations of multi-stake holder collaborations.
Social innovation emerged out of globalization aided by ICT revolution. Contemporary globalization represents an “epochal transformation” [16] driven by ICTs to produce an “informational, global and networked” 2 economy capable of applying “its progress in technology, knowledge, and management to technology, knowledge, and management themselves. Such a virtuous circle should lead to greater productivity efficiency, given the right conditions of equally dramatic organisational and institutional
changes” [17]. However, the impacts of ICTs have been social inequalities and uneven
geographies that very selectively connects “localities throughout the planet, according
1

In the case of India, CSR was projected at USD2.5 billion in 2015 as the Companies Act of 2013
began requiring corporations to spend at least 2% of their net profits on CSR and articulate a
CSR policy.
2
It is informational as the productivity and competitiveness of its units is dependent upon their
capacity to “generate, process and apply efficient knowledge-based information.” It is global
as “its core activities of production, consumption and circulation are organized and generated
on a global scale either directly or through a network of linkages between economic agents.”
It is networked as “its productivity is generated through and competition is played out in a
global network of interaction between business networks.”

to criteria of valuation and devaluation enforced by social interests that are dominant
in these networks”[18]. Social innovation also emerged out of ICT revolution that allowed inter-organizational, ‘open’ innovation[19]. Open innovation, however, has not
been explicitly considered in understanding social innovation, perhaps due to the original geographic bias that favored strong intellectual protection typically available in the
Global North [20].
Contemporary examples of social innovation include, but are not limited to, microcredit financing, micro-franchising, clean/alternative sources of energy, and new modes
of healthcare delivery using the Internet. Social innovation emerges from the juxtaposition of social mission with market logic, along with changing state–market relations,
institutional design, and technological innovation. Among are many technologies that
catalyze social innovation by enabling access to otherwise infrastructure-deficient, difficult to service areas and populations, ranging from the rural poor, the disabled, and
the elderly, it is argued that ICTs have had the most significant impact on social change
[6, 16, 17]. Although technological advances have promised to tackle poverty, illiteracy
and poor physical infrastructure, the impacts on the poor have thus far been limited 3
because of significant challenges, including weak institutional support, the need for
value-addition and finance, and ambiguous intellectual property rights [21].

4

Collaborations in the Hybrid Domain: Prosocial Rationality

How do collaborations take place across the hybrid domain, which involves competing objectives and institutional heterogeneity? Developing shared norms among heterogeneous organizations across domains is a formidable challenge, both conceptually
and pragmatically. Few studies develop a conceptual framework involving heterogeneous stakeholder collaborations. Swanson and Ramiller [22] conceptualized ‘organizing
vision’ that emerges along with an adoption of information systems, but their reference
to ‘inter-organizational community’ appears to be limited to stakeholders in the private
sector, and to instances of cross-organizational implementation of IT networks.
Rationality has been a crucial conceptual vehicle to understand human behavior in
the social sciences, and various types of rationality have been examined [23-27]. Yet,
as Genov [28] observes, collective rationality that governs social innovation is seldom
elaborated. In particular, how stakeholders develop collective rationality based on the
need to collaborate for mutual gains is poorly understood. Instrumental rationality, for
example, cannot explain why organizations engage in innovation [29]. Similarly, motivations and behaviors involving philanthropy or charity have been understood quite
separately from rationality that explains innovative behavior.
3

Social innovation has long been attempted under various guises -- for example -- the “appropriate” technologies movement of decades past. More recently, grassroots innovation, such as
jugaad (Hindi for local improvisation) in India’s informal sector, has come to be celebrated
as a reflection of ingenuity in meeting needs in conditions of scarcity. However, all of them
have suffered from the high transaction costs for scouting and documentation,, limited transferability and a perception that the technologies deployed were inferior.

In distinguishing between substantive and procedural rationality [24], Simon characterized substantive rationality, typically adopted by economists, as being “viewed in
terms of the choices it produces”, whereas procedural rationality adopted by psychologists is viewed “in terms of the processes it employs” [25]. Simon critiques substantive
rationality that constantly seek optimization as, in his view, it ultimately becomes unresponsive to decision contexts. This tendency has led to what some have called the
‘norms of self-interest’ [30], which justifies self-interested behavior in many Western
societies. For example, research on charity suggests that people are more likely to donate a small amount if they receive a small token gift in return. This allows people to
rationalize charity not simply as a self-less act but also as one that does not contradict
self-interest [30]. Thus, a concept that was initially intended to be purely descriptive
gradually adopts a prescriptive tone in shaping both individual behavior and social
norms. Despite its deficiencies, substantive rationality with optimization of self-interest
is still implicitly and explicitly assumed as the dominant paradigm of rationality.
The expectations of self-interested behavior as the norm is also reflected in scholarship; research that focuses on behaviors that cannot be described by utilitarian rationality are often characterized as irrational or emotional [31-35]. In such context, fundamentally prosocial behaviors, such as routine acts of kindness, altruism, and co-operation, are either unexplainable or interpreted as being motivated by self-interest. Methodologically, the dominance of game theory in analyzing socio-economic behavior
functions to reinforce the norms of self-interest, as the assumptions inevitably involve
reciprocity or some kind of quid-pro-quo as the motivational basis of prosocial behavior. For example, Axelrod [36] developed ‘cooperation theory’ based on substantive
rationality, as reflected in his identifications of four properties of cooperation “in a
world of egoists without central authority.” (p.20). Alternatively, Jensen [37] used the
term ‘enlightened value maximization’ to explain behavior that involves not simply
economic value maximization, but also social value maximization. The methodological
constraint therefore precludes a possibility that social behavior may not be calculable.
Interest in prosocial behavior have risen in part along with the expansion of sympathy in contemporary Western society [see, for example, 38]. Drawing on scholarship in
psychology, Lindenberg [39] defines prosocial behavior as those that are “intentionally
beneficial to others (not necessarily without self-interest) and involving some sacrifice”
(p.24). Instead of focusing on “research toward explaining self-interested sources of
cooperation [40],” research in psychology has “moved on to the question of when and
how the same individual is governed by very different sets of motives, and under what
conditions these different sets of motives lead to prosocial behavior.” (p.24). In fact, a
form of hybrid rationality – a combination of strategy and charity -- is perhaps far more
accurately reflect reality than conventional substantive rationality.
Recent research in biology shows that prosocial behaviors are observed among chimpanzees without obvious quid-pro-quo [41-44], suggesting that such behaviors are neither learnt as previously assumed, nor unique to humans. Instead prosocial behavior is
widespread and biologically programmed in other species, contradicting the Darwinian
view of survival-of-the-fittest as the key to evolution. Thus, exploring how we conceptualize prosocial behaviors would help better understand collaborative impetus in the

hybrid domain; why various stakeholders today seek to develop common agenda, how
they develop norms that make cross-domain collaborations possible.
DiMaggio [45] argues that rationality needs to be ‘constructed’ to allow collaborations to take place. Whereas rationality of the commons has been conceptualized based
on individual rationality [see, for example, 46], the concept of collective rationality, as
it is used today, typically refers to political decision making [see, for example, 34, 47].
The ‘communities of practice’ would by default require a community, and while the
concept parallels scholarship in information systems theory, cross-domain collaborations goes beyond professional communities in the private sector. Perhaps a better avenue is to adopt Searle’s term, ‘collective intentionality’[48], which can be developed
through collaborative processes among organizations such as MNEs, NGOs, social entrepreneurs and the state. Collective intentionality can be framed as a starting point of
collaboration for social innovation wherein divergent organizational rationales and the
division of labor are gradually altered and ultimately produce discourse convergence
fusing social and economic missions. Discourse convergence as an outcome of collaboration can, in turn, produce a new prosocial collective intentionality for yet another
kind of social innovation.

5

Case Studies of Cross-domain Discourse Convergence

In this section, we discuss three case studies of discourse convergence as a process
of collaborative efforts in inducing and implementing social innovation. We conducted
115 semi-structured interviews of various stakeholders in major Indian cities (Bangalore, Chennai, Delhi, Hyderabad, Mumbai) in 2011-2014. 4 Stakeholders ranged from
business units and CSR sections of multinational enterprises (MNEs), social enterprises, private foundations, and global and grassroots NGOs. The following three examples serve as paradigmatic cases which, in our view, best represented discourse convergence through cross-domain collaborations. Since our research was qualitative that
aimed at uncovering new insights, our sample size does not allow us to demonstrate
representativeness, and claim generalizability based on our findings. However, we believe these cases generate useful insights from which to generate hypothesis.
All three cases involve using ICTs. Also, they demonstrate how stakeholders, with
varying norms and objectives, ultimately develop a common agenda, and in the process,
alter their organizational discourse to develop shared, prosocial objectives. While developing shared objectives, discourse convergence occurs among stakeholders. We
chose one case study each from the health, renewable energy, and retail banking sectors.
These collaborations were initiated and led by different stakeholders, one was led by
an MNE, another a social entrepreneur, and the third an NGO-turned social enterprise.
Traditionally, the interests of MNEs, NGOs and social entrepreneurship are understood to conflict with one another [49-51]. For instance, as MNEs seek to maximize
profitability through volume sales, NGOs seek to achieve their social mission by
4
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providing health services, and SEs seek to develop niche products with social impacts,
while the state attempts to give access to universal basic healthcare for the poor. Each
stakeholder encounters constraints, however, arising out of one-dimensional intervention to complex and multidimensional ‘wicked problems’ [52, 53]. The MNE faces low
profitability (and therefore exits from the market segment all together), the NGO is
mired by lack of funds, the SE lacks scale and therefore makes little social impact, and
the state is unable to reach political agreement to divert resources to single-handedly
develop healthcare infrastructure. In the case we observed, these stakeholders entered
into a collaborative arrangement in which each of their priorities was modified in the
process of discourse convergence.
In Table 1, we summarized the similarities and differences of the case studies
through the process of discourse convergence; the initial organizational priorities for
the stakeholders involved and their constraints; organizational learning that leads to
collaboration seeking; emergence of prosocial rationality; and the development of interorganizational solutions.
5.1

Case #1: Medical devices

In the first case, a US MNE in medical devices partnered with an NGO and a social
enterprise to develop an affordable incubator for use in an infrastructural deficient (i.e.,
inconsistent power supply) and knowledge deficient (i.e., lack of licensed medical professionals) environment. Collaborations emerged with a single objective of lowering
infant mortality rates. The MNE described the new discourse as follows.
We need to have partnerships, because the equipment will go there and it won't get
used … as I have seen, not just India, in Vietnam, in Ghana. You need monitor use,
train people, tweak products... The company needs to have vision. Ours is to make a
significant impact to infant mortality rate globally, the 4th goal of the Millennium Development Goals (MDG). Whatever we do feed into that vision. You can’t just develop
products sell them and see what happens. Even if you go down the road of defeaturing
and making a device affordable, at some point, it's important to loop back to the vision.
Is the vision affordability or is the vision IMR reduction? Business is a side effect of the
vision. 5
What is notable is the shift of discourse within the for-profit sector from an economic
(“number of units sold”) to a of social (“number of babies saved”) objective. Social
motivations function as powerful incentives in the contemporary corporate environment, because economic objectives cannot be met in the long run if social objectives
remain unmet. In doing so, the discourse within the corporation demonstrates an explicit engagement with social good which, in turn, encourages cross-domain collaborations.

5

Interview by authors, June 22, 2012.

Table 1. Examples of Discourse Convergence: Health, Energy, Banking
Common features

Priorities

Divergent

MNE

Number of devices sold

NGO

Provide access to
services for the
poor

Social Enter-

State

prise
Sustainable revenue generation
for social mission

Providing access
to services for
the poor
Under-re-

Constraints

One dimen-

Profitability;

sional

Weak agility;

knowledge;

absence of trust;

fragmented so-

inadequate train-

lution-seeking

ing (operators)

Unsustainable,
under-resourced
(personnel, technology)

Limited scale

sourced; politi-

and constrained

cal conflicts;

manufacturing

limited state ca-

and distribution

pacity; pri-

networks

nicipal-agent
problem

Devices will not

Learning

Complementarity seeking

sell unless they
are effective and
actually de-

Absence of solutions

Impacts are lim-

State cannot

ited without

solve the prob-

scaling

lem alone

ployed
Prosocial

Convergence

to reduce infant mortality rates; to develop an energy solution; to improve access

Rationality

of objectives

to banking for the poor
Partner with SE
for innovation,
eco-system de-

Inter-organizational solutions

Collaborations

velopment; with
NGO for contextual
knowledge and
training

5.2

Modify regulaPartner with MNE

Partner with

tions, state con-

for device manu-

MNE for brand

tract bidding

facturing and

recognition and

process, provide

technological

global distribu-

subsidy to en-

platforms

tion networks

courage adoption

Case #2: Renewal Energy

Similar processes were observed for collaborations in renewable energy and retail
banking. For the former, social entrepreneurs led the development of business eco-systems involving micro-franchising, transnational financing and private foundations, and
simultaneously realigning stakeholder discourse over providing access to solar lanterns.
Generally, the discourse shifts from conflicting priorities to solutions seeking collaborations. Through this process, a new set of shared norms emerge and stakeholders, particularly in the private sector, begin to seek social value maximization instead of exclusively focusing on economic value maximization. Conversely, social mission alone

does not guarantee sustainability. In particular, one-off charitable gifts (e.g., a MNE
giving away solar lanterns through CSR initiative in collaboration with a NGO) not
only fail to generate sustained use of renewable energy, but also could wipe out the
local entrepreneurial eco-system. According to the social entrepreneur:
One CSR division of a company came [to us] and said, “can you do 1,000 houses
for us … by March 31st, I have to show this [to my superiors], and the money has to
[be spent] … And I might not remain in this position.” They would have been happy
doing 1,000 houses for free, [but] that would have destroyed the renewable energy
market there … [They have] not thought about the sustainability. 6
By developing a revenue-driven business model that supports micro-franchises to
offer hourly leases of solar lanterns, it becomes possible for street vendors and farmers
to increase operating hours and generate higher revenues. This not only supports local
entrepreneurs, but it also provides renewable energy solutions which, in some instances,
reduces energy costs for the poor and those in the informal sector. . This model requires
coordination among social entrepreneurs and manufacturers of solar lanterns (e.g.,
MNEs). Operating costs of social entrepreneurs may also be subsidized by foundation
and state grants.
5.3

Case #3: Rural banking

A NGO-turned social entrepreneur led an effort to bring affordable and secure remittance transfer service to migrant construction workers. This required a combination of
regulatory changes (i.e., the state), software platform development (i.e., MNEs), the
participation of a bank and informal retailers. “We benefitted indirectly from an MNE
– who alerted us about an existing technological platform developed for a foundation
and supported by another MNE. We developed a whole new transaction platform on it
along with a telecommunication layer… Also, an endorsement by the MNE was beyond
financial… a critical intervention for credibility. So, external help did matter.”7 As was
the case with the medical device collaboration, discourse convergence took place when
the social entrepreneur’s complex mission was understood to be unachievable without
partnering across sectors. The social entrepreneur’s role was to involve the MNEs, financial sector and the informal retailers, and develop a solution to a complex problem
that can only be devised through collaborations. In the process, the MNE acquired context specific knowledge on the livelihood challenges faced by the poor, such as the
difficulties faced by migrant construction workers without bank accounts to access affordable and secure remittance transfer services.

6
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6

Summary Reflections

The new de-specialization trend is observed in corporations blending social and economic missions, through various forms of collaborations. These trends toward de-specialization and shifting boundaries of organizations culminate into hybridized missions
that blend public and private interests simultaneously, and achieve societal goals by
taking the best of both worlds, avoiding both the social neglect of the private sector and
the inefficiency of the public sector.
Historically we have moved from a low (basic) to high (more sophisticated) division
of labor and accordingly specialization of tasks and functions in the economy. Today,
–efforts are underway to avoid the disadvantages from over-specialization which outweigh advantages of specialization. Firms are getting rid of the ‘silos’ and developing
R&D that brings together multidisciplinary teams of scholars and disciplines.. The
specialization has also resulted in a separation of social and economic missions within
corporations, with corporate charitable foundations to fulfill social missions, and economic missions fulfilled by maximizing profit accumulation.
There remains a question of accountability in cross-domain collaborations. Since the
main objective of this paper is to show how collaboration in the hybrid domain can lead
to a convergence of economic and social objectives of stakeholders with different priorities, and thus point to how solutions can be found for wicked problems, it does not
explicitly address the issue of accountability. However, we hypothesize that accountability can be fortified through collaboration. For instance, the movement of people
from the corporate sector to NGOs makes it easier to share and develop norms for collaboration. The verification of this hypothesis offers a significant future direction for
research on the role of collaboration in social innovation.
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